Dynamic Systems Do you need truly dynamic
systems? Even when you cannot define the
degree of dynamic to be passed on to the user,
there’s now a robust way to develop your
system! The RISE is the obvious choice in how
to get there. Let the user redefine the system
within the system! You decide; you’re in
control; they can let the system evolve with
the business. Read more in the Dynamic
System Development on the RISE™ Brochure.

Spending your time maintaining
the results of earlier projects, just
because nobody else knows how
to? Does profit from your skills and
knowledge get eaten up by
demands you cannot ignore or
charge for? Did you know there’s a
brochure on how Quality
Consulting on the RISE™ lets you
turn your project track record into
an asset for you and others?
Business Decision Maker Want to know how
you can make your business knowledge guide
your technology decisions instead of the other
way around? RISE to Bloome offers the tools
and concepts that put you in control of the
development processes and maintenance of
your IT solutions based on your business
knowledge! Read more in the RISE for Business
Decision Makers brochure.
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Software
Development on
the RISE™

You know your information models, you
know what databases you need, and you
know what you need for the application
layer. Yet, somehow you seem to always
end up spending eons of time finding all
those, often small, deviations from your
intended result due to the sheer amount
of code you have to produce or on rebuilding or editing your databases every
time you make the slightest change to a
model.

Yes, but only if what makes faster is
cutting corners or speeding up the actual
work.

RISE comprise not only functionality to set
up databases based on information
models drawn in ERDs but, RISE can also
generate application layer functionality
based on the information models and
maybe most important to anyone who
maintains systems; can update your
existing information model based systems
from changes to the ERDs.

Recognize the problem? Now there’s the
new RISE concept comprising the tools you
need to develop and maintain your
applications in a cheaper, more efficient,
and more robust way!

Using RISE software lets you focus your
skills and resources where they are truly
needed, creating the finished business
specific solutions, user interfaces and all.
Instead letting RISE set up and update
databases and application layer
functionality and business managers do
most of the information modeling.

Development on the RISE™!
Cheaper, faster, and better? It is generally
believed that you can only have two of
these three. Not so anymore, now you can
actually have it all! There is an obvious
relation between faster and cheaper:
Since most of the costs of software
development and maintenance are
directly related to time spent, a faster
process is a cheaper one as well, but what
about the better part? Doesn’t faster and
cheaper usually imply lower quality, rather
than higher?

you; it will also generate application layer
functions, of your choice, based on the
model.

Schematic presentation of the RISE
architecture.
With the RISE Software Suite you instead
cut out the tedious and error prone
process of coding and recoding data layers
and application layers based on
somebody’s changing specifications in a
more or less business centric terminology.
Instead business experts can by
themselves or aided by developers, draw
their information models directly in RISE
which will not only set up the database for
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To learn more about the RISE Software
Suite, please check out our other
brochures and white papers. You can
always find them and the latest news
about Rise and other products from RISE
to Bloome Software at our web site.

